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Abstract
The navigation in complex 3D-models is
complicated because of two circumstances.
First the huge amount of 3D-data slows
down the interaction and second the variety of details is likely to overload the cognitive capabilities of the viewer. In such a
situation relevant details are often difficult
to find. This paper describes an interactive
version of the level-of-detail concept (LOD)
to speed up the visualization process and to
reduce irrelevant details at the same time.

1

Introduction

Supported by the development of low-cost
PC 3D-accelerator cards, navigating in complex virtual 3D-Worlds has become more
and more possible during the last years.
Still two major problems remain that aggravate a user-friendly interaction with huge
amounts of graphical data. On the one hand
the complexity of attractive 3D-worlds often overcharges the capabilities of the available hardware platform and the interaction
becomes unacceptably slow. On the other
hand graphics with too many details is likely
to overload the cognitive resources of the
viewer. As a consequence the user cannot
discriminate relevant from irrelevant details
and the danger of distraction increases. Lost
in such a way the navigation often has to be
restarted from well-known or predefined positions.
In the last years several approaches
(e.g. [GH95],[CVM+ 96] and [Hop96])
have been presented to reduce the computational load on the hardware platform but
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only little steps have been made to reduce
the cognitive load of the viewer of 3Dworlds and thus only some attempts (e.g.
[Fei85] and [Krü95]) exist that try to solve
this problem.
This paper briefly presents an approach
addressing both problems. The detailed 3Dworld is structured by an object hierarchy
where all inner nodes, that usually do not
represent geometry explicitly, have an abstracted geometry associated with it. The
higher the inner node is located in the hierarchy, the coarser is the graphical representation. A special interface allows the user to
navigate through the different available abstractions of the world.
In order to gain more flexibility we propose to connect a graphical abstraction system to the 3D-Browser (e.g. Cosmoplayer).
This step allows the user to request simplifications on demand without respect of the
3D-world’s object hierarchy.

2 Related Work
The presented work relies both on standard
computer graphics LOD techniques and on
previous work that has been carried on in the
context of intelligent graphics generation.

2.1

Computer Graphics

The automatic generation of these different LODs is not easy and several suggestions have been made. Some of the approaches remove selected vertices or merge
adjacent edges in order to reduce the overall complexity. In [Hop96] Hoppe suggests to cast the problem in terms of minimizing an energy function that captures the
conflicting goals of simplification and error minimisation. The result are Progressive Meshes that have the nice property of

a very compact representation and thus help
to save computer memory and communication bandwidth. Another method uses Simplification Envelopes [CVM+ 96], in a form
of an inner hull and an outer hull of the object. A simplified object can be constructed
between those two hulls and the distance
between both hulls determines the degree
of simplification: increasing distances allow
for coarser objects.
A signal processing approach that does
not preserve topology is described by
Rossignac and Borrel [RB93]. All vertices
of the model are filtered with the help of a
3D-grid and all the points that are located in
one of the grid’s cubes are replaced by a single vertex. As with all sampling algorithms
aliasing can arise and high-frequency details
that might be important are removed.
Modified versions of this algorithm
[BK97] allow to costumize the simplification degree and therefore to generate customized simplifications with varying degrees of detail.
Another, more artistic, field of computer
graphics is the development of expressive
renderers that do not aim at the photorealistic reproduction of scenes. Instead, they
use nonphotorealistic techniques to obtain
images that resemble sketches [SP95], copper plates [Lei94] or even chalk drawings
[LS95].
Both approaches to simplification, multiresolution modelling and expressive rendering, concentrate only on one goal at the
time. The first on the reduction of computational expenses and the latter on pleasantly
looking graphics.
A position that lies somehow inbetween
is presented by Horvitz and Lengyel in
[HL97]. The primary goal in this work is
still to reduce complexity to save computational resources. But this is done under consideration of the perceptual costs of the simplified results. A probability distribution of
the attentional focus of the viewer helps to
decide which parts of the graphics may be
simplified without the viewer even noticing
it.

2.2

Intelligent Graphics Generation

Only a few systems have so far addressed
the problem of generating abstract graphics automatically which fulfil a certain communicative goal. A first approach was
APEX [Fei85] a system using a precomputed approximation hierarchy to make different simplifications available customizing
graphics to a presentation goal. The next
step was the dynamic generation of abstractions presented by the system PROXIMA
[Krü95]. Both systems use a merging operator for primitive objects to generate simplified versions of the graphics.
One major problem with graphical abstraction techniques is, that they sometimes produce artifacts that may confuse the
viewer and unintentionally distract the attention from relevant parts. PROXIMA’s
successor ARP , tries to detect such irritations by a gradual generation of graphical abstractions linked with an explicit evaluation component helping to control the
progress of the abstraction process. In addition to the above mentioned systems ARP
uses modified multiresolution methods (i.e.
[RB93]) to filter details of huge 3D-models.
In order to ensure recognizability of the
abstracted objects, the system respects significant attributes of the domain. This includes salient subparts of the objects, the object’s main axis and relevant shape information (i.e. “cylinder-like object”).
Starting from a abstraction goal special
attention rules determine to which areas
of the model the attention of the viewer
must be guided to fulfil the requested goal.
For example, if the abstraction goal is
to“identify switch A” of a device then of
course the attention of the viewer must be
guided to the region where switch A is located. Furthermore if s/he is not familiar
with the device s/he needs visual cues where
to find the switch. In this case the attention
of the viewer should be guided also to relevant landmarks.
Abstraction rules help to parametrize the
abstraction techniques to abstract the areas that are not in the focus of interest.
An evaluation component uses simple edgedetection techniques to control this process of graphical abstraction and tries to
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Figure 1: VRML-browser linked to an abstraction system.

detect distracting areas of the image, that
are subject for further abstraction. ARP
was originally planned as a subcomponent of DFKI’s1 Intellimedia system PPP
[WAF+ 93] where it is used to generate abstracted graphics in the context of interactive explanation of graphical material (e.g.
technical documentations and maintenance
tasks).
A more elaborated discussion of ARP ’s
functionality is presented in [Krü98].

3

Navigating with the help
of graphical abstraction

Our main idea consists in connecting a
graphical abstraction system (e.g. ARP ) to
a 3D-browser (e.g. Cosmoplayer). As figure
1 shows, we achieve this with the help of a
JAVA interface and the filesystem. The user
can either manipulate directly the model or
adjust interface controls to specify the desired degree of graphical abstraction. An abstraction request is passed to the abstraction
system that computes the needed simplifications on the fly. The result is saved into
a file, read in by the browser and replaces
the original geometry. Although a precom1 German Research Center

for artifical Intelligence

puted abstraction hierarchy might be sufficient on a first glance, the dynamic generation is much more flexible and can take into
account also the user’s navigation goals.
Two different operational modes are actually supported. An automatic abstraction
mode and an interactive request for further
abstraction.

3.1

Automatic mode

As a default, the most abstracted view is
presented at the beginning. At this point
the system can - if the goals of the user are
known - use these information to customize
the simplification degree of the abstraction
in an appropriate way. For example, if the
user was interested in certain architectural
features of a building, i.e. the pillars of the
capitol in figure 2A, the abstraction system
would try to preserve these details also in
the first (highest) presented abstraction. If
such information is not available the system
aims at providing a good overview over the
entire geometric domain with a coarse representation of the model. An automatic update is also imaginable, if the system notices
that the user’s goals have changed. The most
simpliest method of notifying the system of
such a new goal is clicking on an object indicating the new interest of the viewer.

A) Capitol

B) VCR

Figure 2: Two Examples: On the left the model of the capitol, on the right the model of
a VCR. The white rectangles in the images represent user interaction (clicking with the
mouse). The plus and minus on the virtual console in the upper left of the browser window
are used to increase/decrease the level of detail.

This leads directly to the second mode of which different types of interaction are useabstraction.
ful. Therefore several different 3D-domains
(e.g. technical devices or buildings) must be
tested.
3.2 Interactive mode
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only
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supported.
In
addition
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be used to define viewports that distinguish
highly abstracted areas from more detailed
regions of the 3D-model.
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